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In recent years, database education has been receiving more attention, with research in various directions such as the development of tools for education, the analysis of students’ homework, and the exploration of misconceptions. Misconceptions are mistakes in student reasoning that lead to errors during problem-solving. Recent work has documented misconceptions and errors in SQL. In this study we test the prevalence of several of these misconceptions through a multiple-choice questionnaire, to see if they hold on a larger, more diverse, student population. We found that all misconceptions are held to some extent, with prevalence scores ranging from one to fifty-two percent of the student population. Additionally, we have uncovered previously unidentified areas of struggle, allowing us to identify new misconceptions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Database Education as a research field has been on the rise in recent years [4]. Various areas of research have been focusing on the teaching and learning of the Structured Query Language (SQL); the errors students make have been identified and categorised [2, 38, 50], tools have been developed for supporting students in query writing [16, 28, 32, 33] and repair [26, 31], and visualisations have been proposed for assisting in query understanding [14, 23, 28]. Several existing works have concluded that SQL, simple as it may appear, is challenging for novices.

Recent research has identified misconceptions as underlying causes of student challenges and errors. This line of work was initiated by Taipalus [49], who also discussed the potential causes behind persistent SQL errors [50], and was continued by Miedema et al. [27], who collected and analyzed qualitative data on the thought process of 21 students while they were working on query formulation problems. In their work, they identified fourteen misconceptions in four categories: misconceptions based on previous course knowledge, generalization-based misconceptions, misconceptions based on language, and misconceptions due to an incomplete or incorrect mental model [27].
This paper builds on that work. It is inspired by the importance of research on understanding the problems novices face with SQL, and the design of interventions to support them. Currently, even though a set of misconceptions has been identified for SQL, it is still unclear how representative these misconceptions are for a wider population of students. This paper aims to investigate the prevalence of a subset of previously identified misconceptions among a diverse student population, as well as the reasoning behind erroneous student answers. Our goal is to answer the following research questions (RQs):

**RQ1**: What is the prevalence of previously identified SQL misconceptions in a diverse student population?

**RQ2**: What are students' reasonings when exhibiting misconceptions?

To answer our RQs, we created a set of multiple-choice questions (MCQs), similar to previous studies on misconceptions in other computer science domains [35, 48, 59]. Through our questionnaire, we tested 12 of the misconceptions identified by Miedema et al. [27]. We included several documented safety mechanisms to ensure that participants' responses are based on their knowledge and are not guesses or accidentally correct answers (e.g. certainty of response and an alternative question for each misconception). Question dependence was subsequently validated to ensure that each MCQ pair was capturing the same misconception. Moreover, we included an open-text field per question, for participants to elaborate on their answer selection, which provided us with additional qualitative data. The questionnaire was administered to 249 participants from six universities in four different countries on three different continents.

Our results show that all identified misconceptions were held to some extent, with prevalence scores ranging from one to 52% of our population. Moreover, we discover previously unidentified areas of struggle, leading to the identification of ten new misconceptions. We hope our findings will be helpful in improving SQL education.

### 2 RELATED WORK

#### 2.1 SQL Education

Research on human aspects of Structured Query Language (SQL) started shortly after its inception in 1974. For example, in 1981, Phyllis Reisner examined the Human Factors that could play a role in understanding various query languages, including SQL [41]. In a later article, she examined the ease of use of SQL through performance in query formulation and query interpretation [42]. In that same article, she also provides some numbers on which SQL functions students seem to struggle with (such as GROUP BY and computed variables), and identifies some common syntax errors such as spelling mistakes, usage of synonyms and incorrect punctuation [42].

Much of the subsequent research on SQL in this area also focuses on errors, either focusing on syntax [1], semantics [3, 7], or both [2, 38, 51]. A very extensive study was undertaken by Taipalus and Perälä [50], who analyzed more than 123,000 SQL queries to identify which error types were persistent. These are errors that were not corrected by the students. They found that logical errors (where the answer does not match the question that was asked) and complications were more persistent than syntax and semantic errors. Some of the most common persistent errors had to do with JOIN conditions, either being inconsistent, missing, or incorrect [50].

This error-focused research is useful for uncovering which concepts are bottlenecks for students’ understanding. Complementary avenues for research remain open. Taipalus and Perälä indicate the need for further study of SQL with advanced SQL commands and realistic research settings [50]. We should also consider how we can increase students’ understanding of SQL. In this paper, we elaborate more on cognitive understanding in subsection 2.2.

Finally, significant progress has been made in tool development for education. There exist various tools for supporting query formulation through different media [15, 16, 32]. Tools were also developed to give students feedback on their queries [11, 21, 33]. Other tools identify code smells to help students improve or repair their queries [26, 31], or use visual elements to remove some of the students’ mental load during query formulation [9, 14, 23, 28].
2.2 SQL Misconceptions

Researchers have also started exploring the cognitive processes behind learning SQL. The main direction of this work has been (mis)conceptions, also sometimes called alternate conceptions. Misconceptions research is central to effective teaching, as we need to know the nature of the misunderstandings that result in difficulties or erroneous code being written in order to help our students repair these misunderstandings.

Misconceptions have been considered as “faulty extensions of productive prior knowledge” that should be identified and refined [20]. In programming, students’ prior knowledge, especially from natural language and mathematics, has been found to be transferred and cause misconceptions [10, 40]. Linguistic transfer is especially relevant to our work on SQL errors, since programming keywords borrowed from the English language can have ambiguous or alternate meanings [6, 39]. One example is the word and, which is a conjunction in English but a Boolean operator in programming. Pea found that novice programmers believed that an if statement was continuously actively waiting for the Boolean condition to be true, as used in natural language [36]. Other works have attributed misconceptions to the misapplication of prior knowledge of mathematics, especially algebraic notation. For example, Bayman et al. found this knowledge to cause confusion on variable assignment statements [5] and Sorva found it to affect the understanding of execution sequences [46]. Prior exposure to different programming languages may also cause misconceptions [43], for example, due to the differences in the notations and their use for the definitions of variables and arithmetic operators.

Research on programming misconceptions has focused on the understanding of concepts in imperative and object-oriented languages [25, 46] - an extensive list of misconceptions is presented in [47]. Apart from languages commonly taught in CS1, recent work on misconceptions has focused on visual programming languages used by younger learners [48], functional programming languages [13], as well as difficulties with the understanding of data structures [58].

Two main works on potential misconceptions in SQL exist. The first work was written by Taipalus [49], who discusses causes that could be behind the persistent errors explored they found before [50]. He maps the errors to four cognitive explanations introduced by Smelcer [45]. Although a good starting point, this work has the drawback that it is speculative: Taipalus used only plain text queries for analysis, without data exploring students’ thought process [49].

More recent work on SQL misconceptions was undertaken by Miedema et al. [27]. They ran a think-aloud study in which they asked students to complete query formulation problems. This work identified four top-level categories: misconceptions based on previous course knowledge, generalisation-based misconceptions, language-based misconceptions, and misconceptions due to an incomplete or incorrect mental model.

2.3 Testing for Misconceptions

MCQs are a common way to test students’ knowledge, both within a classroom environment and a research setting. There are many advantages to MCQs, such as ease of (volume) grading, heightened student confidence, being able to cover a wider range of topics than a traditional test, and (seeming) objectivity [22]. However, although students’ performance on MCQs and constructed-response questions correlates, exclusively using MCQs to evaluate student performance in a classroom setting may not give the right perspective on a student’s skills [22]. For example, students are not able to show their thought process, reason outside of the box, and cannot gain partial credit.

To reduce this effect, we can improve the design of MCQ tests while maintaining their advantages. Tamir introduced the concept of two-tier MCQ tests, which adds a justification question on top of each original question [52]. This justification can help to assess learning and misconceptions, and students can use it to illustrate their thought processes. Alternatively, we could add a certainty of response index [17], which gives us information on whether our students are
MCQ test designs have been used to test programming knowledge before. For example, Whalley et al. used one-tier MCQs to test programming comprehension [56]. Ma examined students’ understanding of program execution and assignment statements by means of MCQs and students’ notes [24]. Swidan et al. used MCQs to identify misconceptions, and included the certainty of response index [48].

Another application of MCQs in testing are Concept Inventories (CI): highly researched tests taken by students to investigate whether they understand the central concepts of an area of study. The first CI was the Force Concept Inventory [19], which centered on Newtonian Laws. More recently, CIs have been under development for various subfields of Computer Science. For basic programming knowledge, the FCS1 [53] and SCS1 [34] were developed, Herman et al. developed a CI for Digital Logic [18], Porter et al. created one for Basic Data Structures [37], and Wittie et al. worked on a CI for CS2 [57]. Research outcomes of applied MCQ studies can inform the development of future CIs.

3 METHOD

Our aim in this paper is to identify the prevalence of misconceptions on SQL in a widely varying student population. To this end, we created a multiple-choice questionnaire with questions that should evoke the misconceptions identified by Miedema et al. [27]. We used MCQs as they have been shown to work for identifying misconceptions for programming languages [24, 44, 48]. They also make it possible to run the questionnaire on a large scale. Additionally, the questions should exclusively evoke the misconceptions we are exploring. Open questions could make it difficult to quantify this.

Some of our questions had more than one correct answer. These are only counted as correct if the participant has exclusively selected correct answers. If not all correct answers are selected, we mark answers as incomplete.

3.1 Participants

The authors of this paper reached out to database course instructors within their network, to identify courses in which the questionnaire could be applied and helpful for the students. Instructors then shared the questionnaire with their students as study material for the exam. To add value for the participants, the questionnaire was set up as preparatory material. This meant that, upon completion of the questionnaire, the participants received an overview of their answers, the correctness per question, and some feedback on incorrect answers.

This study had 249 participants from six universities in four different countries on three different continents. We have gender data for 230 of these participants, where 195 participants identified as male, 45 identified as female, four participants preferred not to say, four identified as non-binary and one participant self-described their identity. The median age of our students was 21 (𝜇 = 21.43, σ = 2.79), with a minimum of 18 and a maximum of 45.

3.2 Materials

For the questionnaire we selected 12 different misconceptions from Miedema et al. [27]. We introduce four different question types: (1) Fill in the blank in the query, where options to fill in the blank were given. The participants could select more than one answer. (2) Select the correct query for the given natural language question. The participants could select more than one answer. (3) Given a natural language question and a SQL query, the participants were asked to
evaluate whether this was the correct translation. (4) Given a natural language question, a SQL query, and a statement, the participants were asked whether the statement held for this question and query.

As we wanted to make sure we were measuring misconceptions, instead of guesses or accidental correct answers, we introduced three safety mechanisms. 1) for each of the misconceptions tested, we generated two different questions that should evoke the misconception. These were typically of two different question types as mentioned above. The questions were not asked pair-wise but mixed up with questions on different misconceptions as long as these questions would not give hints on the correct answer to the following questions. To validate that the questions were capturing the same misconception, we calculated the dependence between the pairs with a $\chi^2$ test.

2) For each question, we asked how certain the participant was of their answer on a Likert scale from one through seven. This allowed us to disregard those answers that are indicating a misconception but were shown to be guesses. After the exclusion of guesses, we calculated the aforementioned dependence between each pair of misconceptions.

3) We offered the participants a text field in which they could elaborate on their answers. Their answers to the question: “Can you elaborate on why you think it is correct?” were used to strengthen our interpretations for the misconception we were evaluating, as they regularly reflected faulty logic in the participants’ thought processes.

4) All questions were checked by four SQL educators who were not on the research team, to test for clarity of formulation, non-determinism of answers, plausible distractors, and possible coding errors.

Ten of the pairs of questions used in this questionnaire have been published previously as the Multiple-choice SQL Misconceptions Instrument (MSMI) [30], with the exception of two pairs of questions that were found to be independent.

3.3 Pilot Study

To decide how many SQL misconceptions could reasonably be addressed during the study, and to make sure no problems were introduced upon digitizing the questionnaire, we ran a small pilot study. For this pilot, we used the materials as described above. However, instead of asynchronous administering of the questionnaire, we recruited a group of nine participants from the same target group as the main study and colocated them to simultaneously take the questionnaire.

The pilot started with the researcher explaining the purpose of the questionnaire: testing the participants’ SQL knowledge. The participants were asked to take the test, focusing on both speed and accuracy. Then, if they found something they did not understand, or identified possible mistakes, they were asked to immediately raise their hand to share the problem with the experimenter. During the pilot study, we found that the questionnaire as written took our participants between 60 and 90 minutes and contained no major problems. We corrected minor errors, finalized the questionnaire and continued with recruitment and running the main study.

3.4 Data Analysis

For the quantitative data, we encoded each answer as either correct, erroneous, incomplete or containing a misconception. Various questions had the option to select more than one answer. For these questions, we coded the participant as ‘having’ the misconception if any of their selected answers contained the misconception. From this set we removed all participants that indicated they were unsure about their answer, counting only the ones that indicated a certainty of five or higher on a Likert-scale from one to seven.

We analyzed whether our pairs of questions could be considered dependent; whether a misconception in question one also meant a misconception in question two. We also checked if the misconceptions were dependent on one another; whether holding misconception one meant also holding misconception two. This was done through $\chi^2$ tests.
The qualitative coding was done in pairs. The first author explored the free text answers to identify codes to start from. Then, the set of misconceptions was split in two, with each set independently being coded by two authors. Each author could create any new and extra codes that they felt were necessary. After coding, the pair of authors discussed any new codes they introduced and resolved any conflict between their coding.

4 RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the qualitative and quantitative results for the misconception categories in our questionnaire. Each category has its own section below. For an overview of our findings, you can find the misconception prevalences in Table 1, the relations between the misconceptions in Table 2, and the coding summary of qualitative answers in Table 3. Please note that all quotes that are printed in this paper are literal quotes and may contain spelling mistakes.

General results. Before we dive into each category, we first make some general observations.

The $\chi^2$ tests of independence revealed that ten out of our twelve pairs of questions are dependent. The independent pairs are scoping_selfjoin and missing_join. For the former, most students struggled much more with the second question than the first, so the questions may not have been of equal difficulty. For missing_join, we later found out that there were some problems with the question (see subsection 4.12).

On top of the dependencies within pairs, we also calculated the dependencies between pairs to see if students holding one misconception are more likely to also hold another. For all scores, see Table 2. We found 19 pairs of misconceptions that seem to have a dependency, with eight of these being strong correlations.

Our codings for the qualitative answers are in Table 3. As can be seen in the table, of all elaborations on the misconceptions, only approximately half are informative, in that they mention something about the thought process of the student specific to the question. We analyze the question-specific answers per question in the sections below. The other half of the open answers can be divided in two. The majority of them are empty or filler answers ("nan", "nothing to say", "this is the correct answer"). Alternatively, they say something superficial about the thought process and decision making, such as it looking familiar, being taught that way, or that it was a guess. Overall, the number of open answers that indicate guessing are relatively low.
4.1 Using parentheses on the WHERE clause (BRACKETS)

Definition: Students believe it is syntactically required to use parentheses around the contents of the WHERE clause.

As identified in Table 3, 11% of our participants hold this misconception. They have a high certainty score for this question, with an average score of 5.36 out of 7.

Three participants explained that the WHERE clause requires brackets if it contains more than one condition: “there are multiple conditions” - participant 116

We also found a reasoning that identifies a new misconception. Participant 84 writes: "For WHERE (...) since we use SQL query output as a table we need to specify the SQL query boundaries so that we know where it starts and ends. COUNT() is a function that requires certain parameters - these parameters are passed inside the parentheses." So, they believe that a WHERE clause requires brackets when we use it to output a table. In this perspective, brackets seem to almost be used as a packaging behaviour, marking the boundaries of what we do or do not use. In this sense, it may be related to the behaviour required for a subquery.

Finally, participant 17 did not care much about where they could (not) remove parentheses: “Fairly uncertain. I will be using parentheses anyway for clarity of my future code, so I did not care too much about where can I omit them.” This is interesting, as not all DBMSs allow for extra brackets, and as such, this behaviour may lead to syntax errors.

4.2 ≠ is valid syntax (NEQ)

Definition: Students believe that the ≠-sign is valid syntax to indicate inequality.

This misconception was relatively uncommon in this study, with only 6% of participants making this mistake. However, this still seems to be a high count for participants who are using their computers, who have access to their keyboard, to see that ≠ is not easy to type. Additionally, the participants’ certainty in this question was the highest of all, with an average of 6.05 out of 7.

For the 30 misconception-related answers received, we had 16 participants who gave a question-specific answer. Of these, 15 participants mentioned that they felt all answer options signaled inequality. For example, participant 36 wrote:
In the book/slides/lecture notes/was taught this way 3 1 3 3
Looks familiar/right 2 7 7 1 1 2
Guess/I don’t remember/I don’t know 10 2 12 9 9 11 2 10 9
This was not taught/I have not used this keyword before 3 1 2
This is the only answer that makes sense/exclusion strategy 6 1 1 2 10 9
All answers are correct 5 2
Repeats question 1 7 1 1 2 4
Misinterpreted question 6
Question-specific reason 5 16 74 17 29 53 1 53 14

Table 3. Associated explanations for answers containing misconceptions were assigned one of the codes in this table. In section 4 we describe all answers in the category Question-specific reason.

"<>!, != and the other sign of the selected options mean the same (i.e. "different than")." As we can see, this participant did not stop to think that, although they knew the meaning of the symbols, they may not be valid syntax in SQL. Only one participant who selected the misconception answer did: “These all mean "unequal", I’m not sure if they can all be used in SQL though.” - participant 15 Vice versa, participant 275 prioritized ≠ over <>, thinking that the former is valid syntax: “the not equal symbol I think it is correct, the <> I know that means that its not equal but I am not 100% sure that we can use it in SQL.”

4.3 IS and == are valid syntax to indicate equality (is)

Definition: Students believe that the ==-sign and IS-keyword are valid syntax to indicate equality.

Our prevalence scores show that the misconception answer was chosen 141 times over the two questions for 28% of the answers, with students being relatively certain about their answers (avg score 5.75).

Many participants chose is as a correct answer, as they felt it was familiar. For example, participant 194 wrote: “I think is can work like that, makes sense reading it aloud though, like ‘city is london’ makes sense in english so maybe that translates to how it functions in SQL” and participant 147 said that: “[...] is just made sense because if we can’t use it under this context then when are we going to use it.”

Additionally, many of our participants felt that is and = are equivalent (36) or that is is a valid operator (2). For example, participant 51 wrote: “The operator "=" and "is" is the exact same hence both will output the correct result.”

This set of questions also covered the usage of == for equality, which is mentioned by Miedema et al. as a generalization from previous programming course knowledge [27]. Indeed, six participants referred explicitly to other programming languages, questioning whether this would generalize to SQL. For example, participant 263 wrote: “== is seen in many programming languages, but it might not be supported by SQL.”

Interestingly, references to programming languages were also made for the is keyword: “I was never told about the possibility of using "is", but it sounds like a reasonable choice (also - it works like this in Python <3)” - participant 17
Furthermore, eleven participants wrote something about `==` being a valid operator. Finally, there were some participants who explained their answers with a statement suggesting that all three options (`=`, `==`, `is`) indicate equivalence. Participant 33 wrote: “The second query is wrong as it uses the different operator. All other queries are correct. The `==` is used in most programming languages as the conditional equality, but SQL also uses the `=` symbol, which at first I found strange. Using the keyword is also works.”

The question for this misconception was: Which of the queries below answers the question: what are the IDs of customers who have ever purchased a product for the highest unit-price of all products?

The intended answer was:

```
WITH maxprice AS (
    SELECT MAX(unit-price) AS price
    FROM inventory)
SELECT t.cID
FROM transaction t, inventory i, transactionitem ti, maxprice
WHERE ti.pID = i.pID
AND t.tID = ti.tID
AND t.date = i.date
AND t.sID = i.sID
AND i.unit-price = maxprice.price
```

The misconception answer was:

```
WITH maxprice AS (
    SELECT MAX(unit-price) AS price
    FROM inventory)
SELECT t.cID
FROM transaction t, inventory i, transactionitem ti
WHERE ti.pID = i.pID
AND t.tID = ti.tID
AND t.date = i.date
AND t.sID = i.sID
AND i.unit-price = maxprice.price
```

Listing 1. Question two for scoping_with, with the intended answer and the misconception answer.

4.4 Not including the Common Table Expression (CTE) name in the FROM clause (scoping_with)

Definition: Students believe that the results from the CTE are accessible without including the table in the main query.

Our prevalence scores show that this misconception was the third-most common, with 26% of the answers containing the misconception. It has a certainty score on the low end, with many participants close to guessing (the average score was 4.60 out of 7). One of the two questions in this pair is included in Listing 1.

Out of the 131 misconception answers, we have 55 that present a question-specific reasoning. Approximately half of these are participants who were struggling with the question. Two participants explained that the question was too long for them (to read or understand), and 26 seemed to not have noticed the difference between the two versions of almost correct answers, one of which contained the misconception.

In the group of participants who did notice the difference (to (not) include the name of the CTE in the FROM clause), we identified three lines of reasoning:

1. Adding the name of the CTE does not make sense/does not seem necessary. This perspective was reflected by the explanations of four participants. Participant 24 wrote: “maxprice were defined in the beginning, so mentioning it in where clause did not make sense”

2. Adding the name of the CTE is redundant. Fourteen participants held this view. Participant 78 explained: “I believe you need to be comparing all ID values as the first two options do, but the second option includes maxprice in the FROM clause which is redundant”
(3) Adding the name of the CTE is not allowed. Eight participants held this view. In their very short explanation, participant 248 wrote that: “FROM maxprice’ is not allowed”

Finally, this question uncovered a new misconception held by two participants (attending different universities). They argued that the CTE was not a relation, and as such could not be called in the FROM clause. This raises the question of what they think the CTE is, if not a relation, and warrants further research and interviews.

The question for this misconception was: Suppose we want to find the names of all customers who have a shopping list for the first day in January 2022 that such a shopping list exists. Is this a correct query to answer this question? You can assume that dates are encoded as strings in dd-mm-yyyy.

```
SELECT cName
FROM customer c, shoppinglist s
WHERE c.cID = s.cID
AND date =
  (SELECT DISTINCT date
   FROM shoppinglist
   WHERE date LIKE "%−01−2022")
```

The answer options were:

1. Yes, the query is correct (misconception)
2. No, the query returns an incorrect answer (error)
3. No, the query has a syntax error (correct)
4. It is impossible to determine whether the query is correct (error)

Listing 2. Question one for DISTINCT.

4.5 DISTINCT will take the first item from a list (DISTINCT)

Our prevalence scores show that this misconception was on the rarer end of the spectrum, with 11% of the answers. It has one of the lowest certainty scores too, although the participants are still well above guessing (with an average score of 4.82 out of 7). One of the questions of this pair is available in Listing 2.

Miedema et al. hypothesized that this mistake originates from having only a few examples illustrating what DISTINCT does, leading to incorrect extrapolations of that knowledge [27]. This misconception was also described in a different form by Brass and Goldberg as subquery term that might return more than one tuple [7].

For this question we have found relatively few question-specific elaborations. Many participants indicated they guessed or found the answer by excluding other answers. We did find two who literally stated that DISTINCT takes the first item from the list, as indicated by Miedema et al. Participant 118 understands that DISTINCT filters, but also believes it takes the first item: “Since order by defaults to ascending order I believe any of these answers are correct. MIN will produce the min[,] distinct will produce the first distinct lowest sID[,] and s.sID will produce the first lowest.”

Eight participants did not notice that the subquery returns multiple answers, or did not realize that = does not accept a list of inputs. E.g., participant 62 notices that the subquery uses LIKE and this will return a list of outputs, but does not connect this to its impact on the main query: “The like operator is going to return all results with that same type.”

Taking this further, participant 36 showed us a new misconception about subqueries. They believe that using the structure of attribute = (subquery) will allow the main query to take the first item from the subquery’s result table. They write: “This query will return the names of customers who have made a shopping list for first of Jan, because % matches the all dates of Jan 2022, but date = takes only the first”
Another new misconception came from participant 84, who believes that “% sign allows us to use current date.” This is not so strange in and of itself, because many programming environments allow us to use placeholders to retrieve ‘variables’ from the real world. However, this does not explain what they think of the LIKE keyword next to it.

4.6 Missing alias in the SELECT clause (missing_alias)
Definition: Students believe that it is not necessary to indicate which table they want to use an attribute from, and thus forego the required alias.

Our prevalence scores show that this misconception was not so common, with 13% of the answers, but, the certainty score indicates our participants were relatively sure of their answers (an average of 5.46 of 7). Question one for this misconception can be found in Listing 3.

Eighteen of the explanations indicate participants’ beliefs that all of the answer variants point to the correct attribute (cID, s.cID, c.cID for Q1, s.Name, s.sName, p.sName for Q2). However, the one without an alias prefix will not work, given that the cID/sName will be ambiguous. We also identified three new misconceptions through this question.

(1) According to some of our participants, the JOIN condition will remove the ambiguity that comes from not using the alias. For example, participant 196 writes that: “there is no ambiguity on what to return because we test c.cid = s.cId”. What this means is not entirely clear. Perhaps, to these participants, the JOIN condition creates a literal connection between the two tables/attributes as it would for a variable or a key-value store, such that calling the one also calls the other. This misconception was held by six participants and indicated seven times in text.

(2) The second new misconception is that the JOIN condition of the query will create a unique new column. As such, no alias is required in the SELECT clause: “there is only one column called sName so the table doesn’t need to be specified” - participant 158. This misconception was held by three participants.

(3) Finally, one participant wrote that not using an alias will remove the duplicate entries within a column: “disticnt, so c.cID and s.cID would find them all, and cID would remove duplceites” - participant 248.

```
SELECT DISTINCT [ ]
FROM customer c, shoppinglist s
WHERE s.cID = c.cID
AND c.city = 'Berlin'
GROUP BY s.cID
HAVING COUNT(DISTINCT s.date) >= 5
```

The question for this misconception was: Find the IDs of customers from Berlin who have made at least 5 shopping lists for different dates. What is the correct expression to fill in the blank? (select one or more)
The answer options were:
(1) cID (misconception) 3 c.cName (error)
(2) s.cID (correct) 4 c.cID (correct)

Listing 3. Question one for missing_alias.

4.7 Using DISTINCT on primary keys (pk_distinct)
Description: Students believe DISTINCT is required to retrieve unique elements, even if the attribute is a primary key.

As adding DISTINCT on a primary key does not lead to an incorrect query, but merely complicates it, in our question in this study we ask for the shortest correct query, making the answers containing DISTINCT explicitly incorrect. Our prevalence scores show that the misconception answer was chosen 119 times over the two questions for 24% of the answers, with students being very certain about their answers (with an average score of 5.98 out of 7).
Forty participants say that DISTINCT is required to remove duplicates. It seems that the main reason that students use DISTINCT is that this is a rule they have learnt: If the question mentions unique answers, then they apply DISTINCT. This is illustrated by the following concise explanation of participant 75: “unique = distinct”. But even when students show to have a bit more insight into the workings of SQL, this template seems to hold up. As participant 236 writes: “needs second query in DBMS with bag semantics,” where the second query is the one including DISTINCT.

In our participants’ elaborations, we also find a strong reflection of a lack of knowledge of primary keys. Seven participants wrote explanations that amount to the conclusion that IDs are not unique. For example, participant 11 wrote: “Query without select would just return all the cID’s in the customer table which could be repetitions.” And participant 275 wrote: “Distinct gets only once the store id and not the duplicates.”

Related to these primary keys is the idea that SQL is not set-based (mentioned by three participants), and thus may have duplicates. As participant 292 wrote: “It depends on whether store is a set or a multi-set” A multi-set, or bag, is a variant of a set that allows for duplicates. However, from the database schema, the participant could have seen that store IDs are primary keys and thus do not contain duplicates.

Finally, there was one noteworthy explanation of why DISTINCT was chosen, that we think illustrates a new misconception. It hints at a relation between DISTINCT and the effects of a Cartesian product. The explanation, by participant 31, is as follows: “I think if you don’t mention distinct it combines all sIDs with all store names.” It seems that this participant confused DISTINCT with the JOIN conditions that should be included in the WHERE clause. This answer warrants further investigation into the understanding of DISTINCT.

The question for this misconception was: Which of the following queries is the shortest correct query to retrieve a list of names of the customers who have at least one transaction?

The intended answer was:

```sql
SELECT c.cName
FROM customer c, transaction t
WHERE c.cID = t.cID
GROUP BY c.cName
HAVING COUNT(tID) >= 1
```

The answer that most students chose:

```sql
SELECT c.cName
FROM customer c, transaction t
WHERE c.cID = t.cID
GROUP BY c.cName
HAVING COUNT(tID) >= 1
```

Listing 4. Question two for understanding_pk, with the intended answer and the erroneous answer chosen frequently.

4.8 Lack of knowledge of primary keys (understanding_pk)

Definition: Students do not understand the implication of the presence of a primary key.

Misunderstandings of primary keys were relatively rare for this question in our study. Only 5% of the answers could be considered misconceptions. However, there were many errors in question 2, in which students suggested that using GROUP BY, HAVING and COUNT was better than using a plain query (see Listing 4). So, it seems that this query uncovered some other bias that we were not measuring.

For this question, only one student who gave a question-specific reason for their answer, and this seems to be a new misconception. The student confused the concept of the primary key with that of a JOIN condition. For question 1, participant 261 writes: “the names should be the same thus one of them should be part of the primary key.”
4.9 (Not) equating primary keys (eq_pk)

Definition: Students do not understand when they need to add join conditions and comparisons, and when they do not. For this category, we measured their tendency to compare a primary key and foreign key when it was not necessary.

Our prevalence scores show that the misconception answer was chosen 114 times over the two questions for 23% of the answers, with students being relatively certain about their answers (with an average score of 5.25 out of 7).

The most common reasoning for our participants including an exclusion is that we need to make sure the items are not the same (21 times). This template reasoning is mentioned by participant 279: “considering pID is the primary key, we definitely need to check it, but we should also check the pName, as 2 products with different id’s can have the same name apparently.” Indeed, in the question we are asking to return all different product names. As the participant mentions, indeed it could be the case that products with differing IDs have the same name. This is why they need to check for different names, but do not need to check for different IDs (as they are unique).

Related to this misconception is that products with a different ID have a different name. This was believed by at least ten participants and reflects a lack of understanding of primary keys. If one believes this, it is convenient to only check the IDs and ignore the names, as participant 272 expresses: “The second one is the correct option because if the products have different ID’s they will definitely have a different name. This is because pID is the primary key of product.”

Finally, there were many participants who thought that IDs were not unique. We saw this already in subsection 4.7, but it seems a deep-rooted issue. For the questions in this category, it meant that the participants believed that products with a different name may have the same ID (17 instances). Participant 268 writes as explanation: “we want to make sure the pName is not the same but also the pID is not the same otherwise pairs of the same pID are always returned.”

4.10 Alias behind the attribute (alias_syntax)

Definition: Students believe a syntax of attribute.alias is correct.

The misconception answer for this question was given only four times and is thus relatively rare. This might, in part, be due to the nature of MCQs, where the alternative answers are shown which might trigger recognition.

Of the four misconception answers, one of these participants seems to have a previously undescribed, new misconception. Participant 280 writes: “All three options (a, b, and c) are correct because they all represent the column city, which is used to filter customers who live in Helsinki. The first two options (city and city.c) directly refer to the column city, while the third option (c.city) refers to the column city belonging to the table customer, referred to as c.” It seems that this participant has different interpretations of the meaning of c, depending on the location within the query.

4.11 Only one copy of a table is required to compare within this table (scoping_selfjoin)

Definition: Students believe that comparing between rows can be done using only one copy of the table.

The prevalence table shows that this misconception occurred in 14% of our participants’ answers, for 70 misconception answers. We identify three different question-specific reasonings. The first is that students think that any question that mentions counting elements requires the COUNT keyword. They have this template accessible and reach for it for every question, without checking whether the remainder of the query is correct. Four participants made arguments that the COUNT keyword is required in order to count; participant 85 wrote that: “only one with count in it and we need at least 2” and participant 196 writes: “we want at least 2 purchases, so we use count to determine the number of purchases.”

Then there is another group of participants who also talk about counting, but are not explicit about needing the COUNT keyword. We coded these under the theme COUNT can be applied in the WHERE clause. Example quotes include
"we can use count pid >2 and compare pid different to know there are at least 2 items in one transaction" by participant 101 and "count(pid) evaluates distinct type of products" by participant 236.

Finally, three participants suggest that we can compare data within rows. For example, participant 14 reasons about the answers: "Count means a customer has 2 houses in 2 different cities. Another one also checks for street. These are both wrong, I think we only have to fetch one table customers and in that table we can compare if c.city != c.city"

These participants believe that only one copy of the customer table is required to be able to find participants who live in different cities. The elaborations do not give us further insight into why they would believe this.

4.12 Missing JOIN conditions in the WHERE clause (missing_join)

Definition: Students do not understand that JOIN conditions are required to retrieve the appropriate results, retrieving a Cartesian product instead.

This pair of questions aimed to identify students (not) using JOIN conditions. Unfortunately, despite our careful checking of the questions, it turned out there were ambiguities in question one. On top of that, students’ explanations for this question mentioned that it was too long and too difficult to understand properly on a laptop screen. Although this was not reported by students in our pilot, it may have led to guessing and low certainty scores for this pair of questions. Although the prevalence of misconceptions on these questions seem high, we should disregard their results.

As to the question of how there was still a problem after all questions were checked by teachers and students during the pilot, this is potentially due to evaluating some questions without utilizing the schema. Question 1 for missing_join had an redundant table in it, which was filtered out again by the remainder of the query. However, we assumed during construction that this table was not redundant, and thus required a JOIN condition. Some students correctly identified that this was not necessary, landing them in the misconception category.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our results and connect them back to our research questions.

First, we will compare our findings to those by Miedema et al. [27] that our questions were based on. We were able to find student answers reflecting the source misconceptions for nine out of twelve categories.

For brackets, Miedema et al. found that students used brackets as a crutch [27, 29], and the misconception that students think the WHERE clause requires brackets. We find four participants in our population who believe this too. For neq, Miedema et al. [27] reason that this misconception is due to previous course knowledge, either from mathematics or studying Relational Algebra. Fifteen participants in our population mentioned that all answer options signaled inequality, and one felt that ≠ was more likely to be valid syntax than <>. For is, Miedema et al. [27] state that the usage of is (NOT) is a language-based misconception, inferred as correct from the natural language use of this word. This is also reflected in the reasoning of 38 of our participants, especially of those who responded that is felt familiar.

For scoping_with, Miedema et al. [27] make note that their students felt defining the CTE was sufficient to be able to use it. This is reflected by our participants arguing that adding the name of the CTE in the FROM clause could be seen as unnecessary (4), redundant (14), or even illegal (8). For missing_alias, we find that 13% of our participants struggle with this concept, in our case in combination with a JOIN. These struggles with aliases have also been exposed by Miedema et al., who identified inconsistent use of aliases, complications using aliases, and scoping mistakes with regard to aliases [27]. Finally, on eq_pk, we find that 21 participants say that “we need to make sure the items are not the same”. In their results, Miedema et al. [27] also mention students applying a query template in unfitting cases.
There were also three categories that we were not able to confirm. These are ALIAS_SYNTAX, where we found other reasonings than Miedema et al. [27], MISSING_JOIN due to ambiguity in our questions, and UNDERSTANDING_PK because of low misconception prevalence.

A noteworthy observation about UNDERSTANDING_PK is that there were many submissions with errors. Especially for the second query, there were many participants who selected the most convoluted answer for a question asking for the shortest correct answer. As Listing 4 shows, the question involves a COUNT keyword. One possible explanation is that participants’ template of counting was activated by the formulation of the question plus the presence of the answer, leading the participants to miss the correct answer. We confirmed this template-based thinking, first mentioned by Miedema et al. [27] in the questions EQ_PK as well as SCOPING_SELFJOIN, which also uses the COUNT keyword.

Finally, some of the errors that we identified require deeper insights which were not provided by our participants in their open-text responses. One important one is the relation between DISTINCT and the Cartesian product, which was deemed confusing by one participant. Another is to explore the characterization of CTEs, as some students believe that they are not relations. Finally, students are trying to find pairs of data using only one table, whereas they should use a self-join. We leave these directions for future research.

5.1 Implications for practice
This investigation provides quantitative evidence on the prevalence of SQL misconceptions and highlights the ones responsible for the biggest obstacles in learning SQL and their interactions. We believe that the implications of our results pertain to education practice, education research, and language development.

In education practice, the results highlight the concepts that require special attention in instruction. Educators might not be accurate in predicting the frequency of mistakes, as has been investigated in programming [8], but to improve upon SQL instruction, we first need to identify where possible problems in knowledge transfer occur [20]. The most common misconceptions that we identified were IS, PK_DISTINCT, and SCOPING_WITH, all three having to do with data relationships and table joins. For these concepts, one of the ways to support instruction and knowledge transfer could be the use of tools that visualize data relationships or intermediate query results such as [9, 14, 23, 28].

Research is required to address faulty knowledge refinement and reorganization for the misconceptions that this study identifies as most common. Techniques for preventing or mitigating misconceptions are under-explored for SQL. One promising direction could be SQL-specific notional machines - pedagogic devices that support explaining and understanding complex concepts through representations (such as visualizations or tool-supported representations of program executions) or analogies (such as concept metaphors, for example, a programming variable as a label or a box) [12]. Refutation texts should be researched for mitigating misconceptions; they should consist of either two or three elements: a misconception, an explanation of the correct concept, and (optionally) a cue, which helps the student understand that the misconception is incorrect [54].

5.2 Threats to validity
A threat to the external validity of our study concerns the students that answered the questionnaire, who might not be representative of all students of databases courses. This holds especially because misconception prevalence could be affected by the SQL instruction process, materials and style. To mitigate this, we recruited participants from different universities across the globe. More data could give further insights, which is why the MSMI1 is publicly available¹.

¹https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23097101
With respect to construct validity, respondents could possibly misinterpret or guess their answers to some questions. To mitigate this, we included several safety measures, including the pilot test, and the certainty of response indicator, the results of which we took into account in the analysis. Unfortunately, our pilot did not catch the two pairs of questions that turn out to be independent, scoping_selfjoin and missing_join. This is because the pilot was meant to capture errors in individual questions, and our sample size there was not large enough to calculate question dependence. As a result, we left these pairs out of our final published MSMI1 questionnaire.

6 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, in this paper we explored the prevalence of previously identified misconceptions among a diverse student population. We find that all previously identified misconceptions can lead to problems in a larger population to some extent, with misconception occurrences ranging from 1 to 52% of answers. The most commonly held misconception in our study population is that students think == and is are acceptable syntax for comparison between values is. The least-identified misconception is alias_syntax with only 4 students selecting misconception answers, but which in turn had many incomplete answers. Through the open elaboration answers, we also identified ten new misconceptions:

(1) brackets The WHERE clause requires brackets when it is part of a CTE.
(2) scoping_with CTE’s are not relations and thus cannot be included in the FROM clause.
(3) distinct The structure attribute = (subquery) allows the main query to take the first item from the subquery’s result table.
(4) distinct The %-sign in combination with a date field allows us to use the current date.
(5) missing_alias The JOIN operation removes ambiguity such that aliases are not required.
(6) missing_alias The JOIN operation creates a new column in the data.
(7) missing_alias Not using an alias means the rows in the result table are distinct.
(8) understanding_pk Mixing up JOIN conditions and primary keys.
(9) pk_distinct Not using DISTINCT leads to functionality equivalent to a Cartesian product.
(10) alias_syntax Placement of the alias (illegal placement is also considered) determines which column is accessed.

Our findings have implications for education practice, education research, and language development. From an educational standpoint, the results emphasize the concepts that require special attention in SQL instruction. Educators can benefit from a deeper understanding of the frequency and nature of misconceptions to improve knowledge transfer. Further research in SQL education is necessary to address the most common misconceptions identified in this study.

Moreover, this study contributes to the ongoing discussion on the SQL language itself. The findings provide quantitative evidence regarding the counter-intuitive aspects of SQL notation, syntax, and internal consistency. The prevalence of misconceptions related to the use of the is keyword and equality signs highlights areas where the SQL language may benefit from further refinement and clarification.

Overall, this research advances our understanding of SQL misconceptions, informing educational practices, guiding future research endeavours, and contributing to the development of the SQL language. By addressing these misconceptions, educators and researchers can work towards improving SQL instruction and enhancing the mastery of this critical database query language.
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